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KNOWLEDGE-BASED INFORMATION TRANSFER AND MANAGEMENT, AN INFORMATION
SCIENCE CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
by
Rainer KUHLEN - University of Constance
Konstanz, Federal Republic of Germany

1.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO INFORMATION

From the perspective of information science, effective technology
transfer depends on a sufficient supply of information. We
hold that - according to the weIl accepted distinction between
invention and innovation 1 - knowledge which has been produced
and which is, at least in principle, either publicly available
on the market or is produced for closed circles, e.g. in organizational environments, must be transformed into information.
Technology transfer is thus reduced to the transformation of
knowledge into information.
In this chapter we would like to
discuss this systematic approach of information science somewhat
more.
Information problems can be subsumed under the generic quest ion
of how knowledge can be transformed in such a way that it is
useful in concrete (critical) situations.
"Transformation" is
not to be understood as a mere transferral process but as a
highly differentiated bundle of knowledgejinformation activities
(cf. Fig. 1) which, altogether, constitute a major part of
information science methodology.

Invention refere to tbe do.ain of knoaledge or ideas (ahat i9 really nea),
abereas innovation .eans the transforMation of a DeR idea (an invention)
into s nea product or a nea procedure.
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We call these bits of knowledge which are neede~ e. g.~ for decision
making or problem solving, information.
It may be that in aome
cases,
information only deli vers knowledge in a different shape
(for example, as
condenaates or translations),
or reactivates
currently forgotten knowledge; in other cases information delivers
new knowledge - new not only with respect to the user but also new
in an absolute sense: transformation, for exampl~ inferencing, may
operate on old knowledge and result in new knowledge .

Figure 1. EXAMPLES OF TRANSFORMATIONAL PROCESSES
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Information,
within this
information science framework, plays an
active or innovative part,
whereas
knowledge (that
of single
persons,
of organizations,
or of society in generall is the basic
resource (or the
memory) which people need to solve problems in
general.
Information adds
value to the existing knowledge of
people or, at least, activates existing, but
passive knowledge.
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As
one can
imagine,
the
transformation of knowledge
into
information is a
highly delicate and user-dependent process. What
is
new for a student
may be old hat for a scientist, what is of
strategical
value for
a trade
unionist may be
useless
for
an
industry manager. Information processing is
not a neutral matter
but a functional
one, functional
with respect
to anticipated or
concretely analyzed users'
needs
and situational requirements.
Therefore the methods of information transformation are equally
influenced/filtered by situational and cognitive factors
(cf.
Fig.1)'.

From the point of vieR of infor.ation .anage.ent, organizational faetors
sueb as bierarebical struetures, organizational objectives, and task
deseriptions function
as additional filters for tbe transformation
proeesses.
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Figure 2. THE DOUBLE PRQCESS OF TRANSFORMATION
Information csn be forgotten after being used, but in most cases
does
not lose its value
through use;
information can be kept
(stored in memory)
as additional
knowledge
and can thus be
"recycled"
as information in other critical situations
at later
dates.
As one can see from Fig. 2, the
relation structure between
knowledge
and
information
can be
understood as
a double
transformation process, whereby transformation_2 (as a storage or
build up process)
can be interpreted in part
as
the
reverse
process of transformation_1.
Information must be acquired with appropriate methods on the
occasion
of special,
mostly unique
situations and is not
objectively available on the market. If one accepts this argument,
then the term "information processing"
does not make much sense,
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becauee what will
be processed is knowledge in its data form, not
information.
Information is the result of processing. Therefore we
prefer
at
least
in
German
to
use
the
term
-Informationserarbeitung(information acquiring)
instead of the
more
general
term
-Informationsverarbeitung(information
proceseing)3.
Information processing in this sense refers
to
methode
by which the information which has
been acquired as
potentially relevant (relevance information) can be transformed
into so called performance information which will actually be used
in the critical situation (cf. Fig.3).
The steps in the general
transformation process (as indicated in
the oval boxes
in Fig. 3) are constitutive for the different kinds
of knowledge work (as indicated by the square boxes in Fig. 3), in
particular for the development of methods for
the production of
knowledge (by improving word processors and editors),
for
the
distribution of knowledge (electronic Publishing and electronic
text/document delivery), for
the representation of knowledge (all
kinds
of representation
languages),
for
the management
of
knowledge
(natural language access to data bases,
knowledge
bases),
and for
the acquiring and processing of information. Even
if
these components
can be treated independently they are
considered as functional
units keyed to the main purpose: the use
of performance information.
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-------------------To appIy
tbis ter.inological distinction consistently is so.eRbat
tedious, therefore Re sbsll use the ta.iIiar ter. -intor.ation procesaingbut Rould Iike to have it understood Rith the i.pIications .entioned
above.

Figure 3. STEPS IN THE PROCESS OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO
INFORMATION
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INFnRMATION SCIBNCE CURRICULUM WITH BMPHASIS ON INFORMATION
TRANSFBR AND INFORMATION MANAGBMENT

In
the following
we would
like to concentrate on the curricular
consequences
of this
information science
understandino as
they
have
been realized
in the
post-graduate course
for
Information
Science
at
the
University
of Constance 4 •
According
to
the
systematic
approach described
above)the
programme emphasizes the
two fields of information transfer and information management
Information science at
the University of Constance
started
its
work as of 1980.
Since then~ we have built up a research group
that conducts
projects mainly financed by public sponsors', runs a
four
semester post-graduate
course in information science
and a
modern,
well-equipped, mainly micro-computer based EDP-laborator~
Let
me briefly describe the structure of the programme. FirstJsome
statistical information ab out the students of our curriculum folIows:
As
one can see from the statistics
Ccf. Tab. 1) we only accept a
very
limited number
of students
Cabout 25
students beginning in
the
fall term),
who must be highly qualified in their first field
of study. The term "post-graduate" does not mean - as is sometimes
the
case in American post-graduate courses - that the students already have academic or professional experience in information science
or practice.
Our students
at the
beginning are
in general
real
freshmen in information science and have academic backgrounds
from
almost all
fields Ccf.
Tab. 2). Information science at
the
University of Constance is a genuine scientific melting pot, as is
the case in professional information environments as weIl.
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Info~ation science in Kest-Qer.any on a university level is still, and
possibly .ill al.ays be, a s.all discipline. Pull curricula in infor.ation
science are offered only at four locations,
at tbe universities of
Berlin, DUsseldorf, SaarbrUcken, and Constance. But, of course, tbere is
.ucb .ore infor.ation science researcb and teaching going on in RestQer.any: for exa.ple,al.ost every co.puter science depart.ent deals .ith
infor.ation science topics, and depart.ents of psycbology, linguistics,
and econo.ies are increasingly co.ing to realize the i.portance of
infor.ation processing fro. psychological, linguistic, and econo.ic points
of vis., respectively; c~ luhlen 1986b.

'.ong our current projects are:
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Topic/Topographic - a kno.ledge-based text analysis syste. for
tbe purpose of text condensation and .itb a graphically supported retrieval and
Ckno.ledge and text structure)
presentation interface, cf,luhlen 1984;
Rabn/Rei.er 1986; Thiel/Ra•••öhner 1985.
Kis'er - Ino.ledge-based infor.ation processing for the support of ad.inistration in the do.ain of "existence funding", cf.
lublen 1986a.
CurHod - Curricular .odels for infor.ation professions in
environ.ents, c~ Kuhlen 1985.
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Student~

Academic Background
(H , Student unlaentified, ** 2 studerrts unidentified)
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We
hold that
the combination of solid knowledge in a certain scientific
or professional
field and
of information science methodology is extremely helpful,if not necessar~to meet the actual and
future
professional needs
of information transfer specialists and
information managers. Information
service can
hardly be accepted
without
domain-specific knowledge
and experience.
And
the
same
goes
for information management, which should be based on profound
knowledge
of organizational
and economic
theory acquired
in
a
first field of graduate study.
It
may be
thought that
there is
a danger
in this constellation
that
our students are too old as job beginners. An average program
of graduate study ending with a degree in Germany lasts in general
about
5 years, and with the additional 2 years in information science,
these students
have indeed a double academic background and
are
at least
27 years
old. So far, however, this has not turned
out
to be a disadvantagej none of our students has
problems finding an appropriate
job. Indeed we have problems keeping
them off
the
market until
they have
finished their degree. The demand for
well-trained
or even only partially-trained people in the field of
information
and communication technology is steadily increasing in
countries like West-Germany.
Let me briefly describe the two major fields we concentrate on.

2.1 INFORMATION TRANSFER CCOUNSELLING/BROIERING)
Information
transfer C"Informationsvermittlunq"J
is
the
professional
usage and
tranformation of
resources and
products of the
information
market
for
the
purpose
of
satisfyinq information
needs.
The increasing computerization
of
information
services,
originally designed to
assist end-users,
complicates information
work
and
consequently increases
the
demand
for
professional
information
people. Information
transfer plays
an important role
among the different
information activities,
as can
be seen from
Fig.4.
The
information
transfer
specialist
I"Informationsvermittler"J
ascertains
the exact
information requirements of the end-user and
selects
the relevant
information from
the range
of
information
systems
and other
information resources
and passes
it on to the
user in a comprehensible and usable form" lcf. Fig.4J.

----------------~

For a more detailed description of the duties of an information transfer
specialist.cf Vogel 1985, 1986; Kuhlen 1985.
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Figure 4. Information Transfer

2. 2 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Information
management is
the orqanization
of information
in an
organizational
environment. It
is becominq increasinqly important
for
institutions of
all kinds (both public organizations and private
enterprisesJ to
professionally organize
the existing supply
of
know-how and
technology. Information
is
thus
comparable
to
other
resources, such as people, finance, raw material. The situation
of information
management which can be
understood
as
the
coordination of internal
and external
information
resources) is
shown in Fig. 5.
In
accordance with
professional demands/ we believe that information
transfer specialists
and manaqers, respectively, should have
the
qualification profiles
which are
shown in
Tab. 3. To acquire
such
a profile
and to be well prepared for the demands of the job
market we
require' that
our students
take the
courses shown
in
Tab.4.
This progra. can be enriched by extra-curricular courses offered by other
depart.ents (psycho10gy,
linguistics, social sciences, econo.ics, etc.).
Credit is required for only ten courses {eeven courses fro. the three
sections described in Tab.• , one project course and tNO courses of the
students' ONn choiceJ.
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Figure 5. Information Management as Coordination of Information Resources and
Processes (Communication)

3.

HARDWARE AHD SOFTWARE EQUIPMEHT

Information acience at
the University of Constance
has concentrated,
from the
very beqinninq,
on experimental
work both in
study and research.
This means that information and communication
technoloqy has played an important role.
Althouqh the information science department
has local
access to
the
main frame computer of the campus computer center (an IBK-compatible BASF-computer) and this access is
intensively used by
the students in proqramminq courses and for
editinq their own
papers
- we
have decided from the
beqinninq to become computationally independent. Fiq.6
qives an overview over the
present
status of our laboratories.

EDP - LAP
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Figure 6. Microcomputer Equipment of the Information
of the University of Constance

Science Department

As a qeneral objective, our computer equipment had to satisfy the
needs of research project members,
of people involved in traininq,
and of adminstrative staff.
It miqht weIl be possible today
to find a
hardware solution which would completely concentrate on
PCs.
In 1981/82,
when we started to build up our laboratory, the
situation was somewhat different,
and therefore we have microcomputers available on two levels,
either time-sharinq microcomputers on a
Unix-basis (OHYXand CADKUS-machines)
and personal
computers (mainly KS-DOS-based) usable as stand alone machines but
also conne~ted by a local network (DATUS).
Everybody
can take
advantaqe of the
whole qamut
of technoloqy available (and each
faculty member has either a terminal
or a PC or both on his/her
desk).
The DATUS-net has its own DATUS-P-exit, therefore retrieval
in public data bases and the usaqe of other telecommunication
facilities (bulletin boards,
nationand worldwide mail- and
messaqe systems) is possible from each sinqle desk and is becominq
increasinqly used and useful.
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Cualification profiles for information transfer specialists
and information managers
(8 = 8ule I = Inten.lve)
Aeld of quallfleatlon
I. Method. of InveltIgatlon I analyll. I de.lgn

Implementallon

11. Methodleal and "ehnleal

fundamental. of
Information ayallm.

111. U.e of Information

.yatem.

SUbJeet

- teehnlque. of Inveltlgatlon,
(Interview, Inqulry, obervatlon,
expertment)

Table 3.1

Aeld of quallfleatlon

8

- teehnlque. of analyll. and
de.lgn (de.ertptlve and predletlve ItaIIltle.)

8

- "ehnlque. of analyll. and
de.lgn (ayatem analyll.,
ayatem de.lgn)

8

- teehnlque. of organl.zallonal
Implementatlon

8

- databue method.

I

8

- method. of llructured
programmlng

8

8

- Information IIngulltle.

8

8

- Information .ervlee.

I

8

- Information retrteval ayatem.

I

8

- office Information and
eommunleatlon .ya"m.

Ilnowtedge npre.entallon

and information managers

Information Information
management
tranlfer

- In"lIIgent Information ayatem.

IV. Content analylil/

Quallftcatlon profiles for Information transfer speclallsts
(8 = 8ule I = Inten.lve)
SUbJect

Y. Information
pr..entallon

- method. of Information
pn.entallon and nfInement (graphie., .....)

VI. Plychologleal and
.oelal eondltlon.
of Information
proee..lng

- payehologleal and
eognltlve upeell

Information Information
tranlfer
management

8

8

- .oelal and eommunleatlVe
a.peell
- Information and .oelety

8

- Information market

VII. Organl.zallonal eon - - profItabIlIty of Information!
dltlon. of Information
eo.t - bend analyll.
proee..lng
- organl.zallonal and legal
a.peell

- bu.lne.. mangement
.elenee

8

- programme and f1neanee
plannlng

8

- per.onell and organ Izatlonal development

8

8
8

- teehnlque. of Intelleetual
eontent analyll. (Indexlng
and ab.lraetlng rule., doeumentatlon language.)
Ilnowtedge repre.entallon
language. and Inferenelng
teehnlque.

Qualification Profiles of Information Transfer
Specialists and Information Managers

8
Table 3.2

Qualification Profiles for Information Transfer
Specialists and Information Managers
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Fig.
7 shows
the
curricular
activities
in the
field
of
information
retrieval
which
altogether
reflect
the
tendency
towards
the integration of traditional
information transfer
lby
means
of information retrievall intb local processing,
integrated
business
software, and
intelligent,
natural-language
based and
graphically supported information systems. Information scientists
and
information professional~
can no longer restrict themselves
to
information (retrieval and data basel systems but must be aware
that
the advent of integrated and highly complex software packages
such
as LOTUS1. 2.3,
SYMPHONY, GEH, WINDOWS, KNOWLEDGEHAN, etc., is
a
new challenge
for information workers. And the same is true for
intelligent
systems which
in the
form of expert
systems
will
really change the world of information transfer and management .
5.

INOWLIDGI-BASED MBTHODS - CURRICULAR ASPECTS OF INTBLLIGENT

The
information science curriculum at the University of Constance
has
concentrated from the beginning on the linguistic aspects of
information work. For
this purpose
we have chosen the concept of
information linguistics l •
We
assume
that
the acceptance
of
information systems' and methods will highly depend on two factors:

c~

4. Compulsory Courses in the Information Science Curriculum
at the University of Constance

As
mentioned above,
the availability of performance
information
(adequate
pieces of
knowledgel is
an essential
requirement
for
successful
technology transfer.
Although it
is
well-known that
informal
ways of
information work,
such as visiting conferences.
contacting friends or colleagues, reading a few,
but supposedly
central
journals,
are often more intensively chosen than
professional
formal
methods
of
information retrieval,
it
is
expected that, with
the advent
of integrated
workstations,
the
situation will rapidly change. There
are good reasons
for
the
assumption
that
previous
solutions
like
isolated
retrieval
workstations
are not
really attractive
or acceptable
for
endusers.
Only if
typical information science or documentation work
(like
retrievall
is
an
integrated
part
of
other
job-related
information
activities such
as
communication,
calculation,
simulation,
word processing, or graphics, will it
be accepted and
used on a larger scale than is the case today.

INFORMATION TRANSFER AND MANAGBMINT

4

or Inrorm..on proc....ng

Table

2

)

1. PtyohoIo'I......d ._1" ...,....

A FRAMEWORI FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ACTIVITIES

Z

)

1. IDfOllllalloll ••IVI....

4.

Kuhlen 1986; Bahn 1986

By 'infor.ation syste.s·
Re Rould like to have understood all kinds of
syste.s Rhich consist of knoRledge representation, storage, retrieval and
processing co.ponents. Consequently Re don' t restrict infor.ation ayste.s
to the different types of reference/docu.ent or factual retrieval ayate••
Rhioh are nORadays do.inaDt on the infor.ation .arket, butt by all .eana,
include all kinds of intelligent syst~, such as question-ansRering/ezpert
syste.s, translation systems, text condensation systems.
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Figure 7. Aspects of Information Retrieval

a)
The access
to information systems should be possible in a way
which
is natural
to human users; this requirement leads to the
construction
of natural-Ianguag~ based man-machine-communication
systems
(partly in competitioh with or in addition to other communi~ation forms, like graphically supported interactions).
b)
Information systems must have knowledge acquisition components,
by which with respect
to language-based reference objects like
textual
documents knowledge can be
transformed into machine
internal
structures and
can thus
be
processed according to
predefined
requirements of
users, e. g. translation, questionanswering,
text condensation/abstracting.
I norder to
prepare
information transfer and
following courses:

our
students
with respect
both to
information managemen~ we offer
the

a)

Information linguistics I: Introduction into linguistic
aspects of (current commerciall information retrieval

b)

Information linguistics 11: Linguistic and statistical
methods of experimental information retrieval

c)

Information linguistics III (Intelligent information
systems): Procedures of artificial intelligence with
respect to experimental information retrieval

d)

Special courses for the application of information
linguistic knowledge, covering topics such as automatic
translation, indexing and retrieval, abstracting or
question-answering.

These
courses correspond to the following syllabi (with respect to
information linguistics 1-111):
a)

Information linguistics I
- information and language
- domains and methods of information linguistics
linguistic and statistical approaches to the graphematic analysis of spelling errors and spelling variations
- information processing on the word level:
morphological reduction algorithms
- dictionary-dependent and -independent procedures for the
determination of parts-of-speech
- partial parsing, recognition of nominal phrases
- introduction into the relational theory of semantics
- types of text, domain-specific languages
- information linguistic aspects of operating and
experimental systems:
- automatic indexing
- automatic query support
- automatic abstracting
- automatic translation
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- methods of statistical information retrieval
- vector- and non-vector-based similarities measures
- statistical classification
- application of statistical information retrieval:
SMART (Saltonl as a prototype of experimental statistical
infcrmation retrieval
- methods of linguistic information retrieval
- phrase Btructure grammarB/PSG parsers
- encodinq of semantic knowledge in machine dictionaries
- application of linguistic information retrieval:
the LINGUISTIC STRING PROJECT as a prototype of linguistic information retrieval
- demonstration of selected German and international
statiatical and linguistic information retrieval systems
cl

Information linguistics 111:
- the concept of intelligent information systems
- methods of intelligent information systems
- knowledge representation techniques
- propositional and predicate logic
- procedural representation forms
- semantic networks
- frames/scripts
- semantic primitives/cases/roles
- techniques for the transformation of knowledge
- deduction/inferencing
- rewriting rules
- heuristics
- fuzzy reasoning
- architecture of intelligent information systems
- typology of intelligent information systems
- language processing systems
- question-answering-systems
- text analysis systems
- decision support systems
- system components and their functions
- world-independent knowledge bases
.- grammars , i nfere nc i ng s ys t ems
- world-dependent/domain-specific knowledge bases
- strategie knowledge bases (meta knowledgel
- prototypes of intelligent information systems, mainly
from the field of experts systems

dl

- second generation (grammar-orientedl systems: TAUM-METEO
concept of transfer, separation of algorithms and linguistic data
- third generation (knowledge-basedl systems: basic concepts and experimental systems
- automatie and human translation
- concept of translator' s workstation
- machine-aided translation
- terminology data banks (TEAM, EURODICAUTOMl
- the European translation system EUROTRA
- criteria for the evaluation of translation systems

Information linguistics 11:

Automatic translation as an example for a special
application of information linguistics/knowledge-based
methods
- introduction into the field of automatie translation
historical development of automatic translation
- translation as a means of relevance decision
- translation of titles, abstracts, multi-lingual
access to data bases
- first generation systems: from Georgetown to SYSTRAN
chances and limits of mainly word-oriented translation

Besides
these courses, students have
the
possibility to deepen
their
knowledge by applying information linguistic and artificial
intelligence methods in so called project courses. For reasonB of
prototyping we prefer PROLOG as
a programming language. Advanced
students,
for the
purpose of pro.iect or
thesis work, thus write
their own software
programs
using PROLOG,
ror example,
for
building up a
small expert
system, or defining a graphics based
retrieval
interface, or writing a
routine for
a
text
analysis
parser.
Of

course, not
all of our students
have
the
baclcqround.
the
and the
interest
to do such work (especially the
information
management students who are more application-oriented,
than programming- or system-development-orientedl,
but at
least
the emphasis
on experimental work and system development is
possible and,
with respect
to
further
work in our
research
projects,
highly desirable. The direct contact to experimental and
working intelligent systems is considered to be helpful for future
work of information transfer specialistB and information managers
in
an information environment
which will
be
more
and more
influenced
by knowledge-based
(intelligentl
techniques
and
systems.
skil~s,
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INFORMATION - ITS SOURCES ANO ROLE IN NATION BUILOING
by
Andre NITECKI - University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Information is a basic and absolutely essential commodity required for
any meaningful decision making. Without the appropriate information no
healthy and natural development can take place. This applies equally to
an individualwhether a child, or an adult, and to an organized group of
individuals whether a small community, an ethnic group, a nation, or the
uni verse as we know it.
In this paper, information, based on its source or origin, is divided
into two taxa: somatic information and extrasomatic information. Somatic
information contains genetic and extragenetic information. Extrasomatic
information contains terranean and animatic information. Animatic information consists of artistic, cultural, oral, written, and computer genera te
information.
Information, whatever its source or origin, has to be carefully select
appropriately stored and made easily available at the r~ght time, to
any individual, or to any group which may require it. The library of today
appears to be the most logical depository of information.

TERMINOLOGY
The term information, as it is used in this paper, means facts or a
combination of facts. Normally facts are void of comments, without instruc
tions on how to use them, and without stated consequences that might occur
should the facts be wrongly applied. Oecision making implies selection of
needed facts from the available store of lnformation, analysis of conseque
ces in applying the facts, and the design of ways to achieve the desired
goal. Goals, whether genetic or inherent to an individual, whether obtaine
througn-a-nereditary dictum or through extrasomatic needs, lead to develop
ment. The term development means the desired growth of an individual or a
group of individuals from their embryonic conception to full maturity.

SOMATIC INFORMATION
Somatic information (meaning the information contained within the physical
body of an individual) is divided into two classes: genetic information
and extragenetic information.
Genetic information
Genetic information is the most basic information stored in every cell
of every living organism on earth. Each cell in turn has chromosomes.
Chromosomes are long strands of hereditary material carrying genes and are
composed of specific molecules of deoxyribonucleic acid known as ONA. G~ne
contain information which is passed on from one generation to another, l.e
from both parents to offspring through the specific molecules of ONA.
(Goldstein, p.293)
Human chromosomes contain very long ONA molecules wound into coils.
There are four types of bases, or units, of ONA arranged in pairs. (German
p.309-10) Hereditary information is thus determined by the four different
varieties of bases, or units, arranged in specific sequence. This structur
can be equated to a word code, or codon, written with four "letters" of
genetic "alphabet". Since it is estlmated that each human chromosome conta
about five billion pairs of ONA bases we can say that it contains five

